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Fast browser app for android phones

When choosing your phone's browser, you need to take into account the thinner data connection, the smaller screen, and the tasks you want to perform on the handset. Here's a look at some of the most popular Android browsers to help you decide which one is right for you. Note: Although third-party browsers are
available for both iOS and Android, Apple does not allow such devices to fully replace the built-in Safari browser. So we decided to focus on Android browsers. (For a detailed assessment of desktop and laptop browsers, see Which browser do you use? For tricks, tweaks, and extensions to improve performance in
Chrome, Firefox, Internet Explorer, or Safari, see 21 ways to get your browser up. Dolphin Browser HD lets you create a webzine. Dolphin Browser HDIf you are an RSS devil, Dolphin Browser HD can become your new best friend. Dolphin allows you to create a webzine of popular websites rss,presenting simplified
versions of websites with many of the clutter removed to make them easier to read. Although Dolphin cannot convert any website into a webzine, it is a handy tool for those who read extensively on the Internet. Dolphin also supports tabbed browsing and gesture commands, allowing you to give specific instructions to
your mobile device by drawing shapes on the touch screen. You can draw a circle to recreate the page, for example, or draw an F to instruct the browser to download facebook. Firefox for AndroidAs the desktop equivalent, Firefox for Android is all about the add-ons that are in the mobile version, include URL Fixer (the
correctly public typo URLs) and Reading List (the backup websites read offline). Firefox for Android is an excellent choice for users who want to tweak and tune their browsers and add their own personal touches. Unfortunately, the browser can be a little slow to start up and consume a lot of RAM -- a potential problem if
you have an older or malnourished Android phone. Android firefox also supports tabbed browsing, and you can sync between the mobile app and Firefox on your desktop to pick up where you left off on one device. Opera Mobile and Opera MiniOpera have two mobile browsers: the full-size (12MB) Opera Mobile, and the
smaller (767KB) Opera Mini. Opera Mini sends page requests to a server that compresses pages before forwarding them to your device, making this space-saving browser much faster than Opera Mobile. For its part, Opera Mobile does a better job than opera mini with rendering pages that look the way it does on your
desktop. Opera browsers don't support extensions, but both Opera apps allow you to sync mobile bookmarks with the desktop version of Opera, and both allow you to use tradable Chrome For Android BetaIf you have an Android smartphone that runs Ice Cream Sandwich, Chrome for Android can be a good choice.
Mobile Chrome supports tinged tinged but it does not support Flash plug-ins at all. Instead, you'll find some advanced HTML 5 features, as well as synchronization with desktop browser bookmarks and settings. Although Android Chrome doesn't offer extensions yet, it's likely to support additional capabilities in the future.
We see many good apps in the land of Android - apps that take advantage of the flexible nature of the platform to do innovative things you can't find on other mobile operating systems. The application, launched yesterday by developer Chris Lacy (the guy behind Action Launcher), really has the potential to change your
phone or tablet. In short, it acts as a companion to the regular mobile browser intelligently manages all links it opens within other applications. That sounds a little weird, I know. But once you use it, you'll be surprised how smart the approach is. And if you're like me, you wonder if something so meaningful never existed.
Let's say you're in the Google+ app and you tap a link, for example. Normally, the device would kick it out of Google+, load Chrome, and then load the web page while watching and waiting. (I'm using Google+ for this example, but the same could be said for Facebook, a Twitter client, or almost any app where you open
external links.) With Link Bubble, the page starts loading in the background as soon as you tap the link - then pull it up in an overlap window when you're really ready to view it. There is no waiting, no canceled workflow, and no wasted time. You can close the page down and move the Link Bubble circle anywhere on the
screen if you want to save it for later. And if you'd rather save the link to a service like Pocket, or share it with any other application on your device, you can simply tap the circle and then drag the appropriate shortcut. You can do this even before loading the page if you want. You can tap multiple links and let it load with
Link Bubble, then continue what you're doing and view pages in overlay windows when - and you - are ready. , and look at it first in your browser, then ping it to the right place. Link Bubble skips that extra step and just takes you directly to where you want to go. You can almost see the action to appreciate the full range of
how it works. Watch this demo video: To be clear, Link Bubble is not designed to replace your regular browser, but to complement functionality and work alongside. You would never open Link Bubble to start a new browsing session, for example; it just jumps in to handle links open from other apps in a more stylish way.
The main link link application is free of charge. With all the features, you'll need to pony up to five dollars for your Pro license key. I strongly recommend that you spin. RELATED READING: • Find 8 awesome apps just for Android • Android Power 3 favorite thing february 2014 • How to create custom Gmail alerts for each
Android device Author © 2014 IDG Communications, Inc. Our Android experts combed the Google Play Store for the best Android apps, taking them through their pace and only selected those that are really special. We test apps from the entire Play Store, including camera apps and photo editors, health and fitness
apps, to improve well-being, as well as security and customization tools, so we can personalize your phone to make it work for you. Black Friday early deals live: here are the picks! With so many Android apps in the Play Store, it can be hard to know which is the best. Opinions can be useful, but they can also be subject
to manipulation, and editorial picks skim only on the surface. That's where we come in. Like you, we want the best apps for our phones. Android apps that revolutionize functionality, or at least offer something so great, become one of the apps to be missed that needs to be downloaded when you get a new device. The
following apps are constantly updated and are a mix of paid and free apps selected by our Android experts. So, even if you don't dip actual cash into one of these apps, you can be sure in the knowledge that it's worth buying. We've organized them into categories to make it easier for you to find what you're looking for.
Click through the following pages for those or check out the best new Android app below. These are the world's best Android phonesBest new Android appIt is the latest Android app that you've decided to feature, updated every few weeks. Our choices are usually new apps or apps that have recently received a major
update, but sometimes hidden gems and other essentials will be highlighted. (Image credit: Yogesh Dama) Shortcut Manager $0.99/£0.59Shortcut Manager allows you to customize your home screen to the next level, allowing you to create shortcuts to the names of applications and images of your choice. Changing the
name is probably not something you want to do a lot, but it can be useful for apps where the full name doesn't appear as standard, making them hard to find. And changing the icon is definitely a good idea if you want to bang the home screens or just don't like the official icon for the app. In addition to doing this for apps,
Shortcut Manager allows you to navigate to actions such as switching Bluetooth, or pointing to a specific contact or cloud storage folder. the creation of a new one. You can also customize the name and picture associated with them, and then add them to start. Given shortcut manager's low one-time cost and how easy it
is to use, we'd say it might be worth downloading even if plan to use it once or twice. Best Android camera apps and photo editorsSy android apps for photography, sorting and editing. (Image credit: TechRadar) Glitch LabFree + $6.49/£5.99 IAPGlitch Lab is a photo editor full of digital error effects. You've probably seen
such applications before, and the style of the effects offered isn't appealing to everyone, but if you like to make your pictures a little glitchy or retro, this is one of the most suitable and versatile ways. There are over 100 effects in this Android app, and many of them can be customized, ensuring that bugs won't look like
anyone else's. As if to prove your power, it's also possible to generate a picture from scratch, building up a number of effects and tweaks. There are plenty here for free, but to get the most out of Glitch Lab, you need to grab the Pro IAP for $6.49/£5.99. This, at the time of writing, adds 42 extra effects, 37 new parameters
for free effects, increases output quality, and more. (Image credit: Aidan Wolf) DoodleLens $1.99/£1.89DoodleLens might be a bit of a gimmick, but it's a fun one. Simply scribble something and then point your phone's camera at the doodle within the app and you can copy and paste it into the top of the world around you
in augmented reality. You can also change the color of the doodle and even make very basic animations by copying multiple doodles and having the application cycle through them. You can then record and save the results. DoodleLens is probably not an Android app you'll often use, and I've found it a bit hit and miss
recognizing the doodles, but if it works it raises a smile, which is all you really ask for is $1.99/£1.89.PixticaFree+ various subscriptionsPixtica is one of the many devices hoping to replace your phone's default camera app. Camera apps are very different and their success largely depends on the make and model of the
phone, but Pixtica is a decent option if you're looking for something new. It's full of features including numerous filters, gif recorders, panoramas, hyperlapse, manual controls and oddity, such as Planet mode, which uses Pixtica's advanced stereo projection algorithm to bend images into a spherical shape. There are all
sorts of other ways that you can take pictures or video, and the app is laid out intuitively. While many features are free, you'll be charged for unlocking higher resolutions and removing watermarks when using filters. Your payment will be another thing too, but these are the most important things to make a purchase close



to basic if you plan to use Pixtica. And that would be nice unless the app chooses a subscription fee ($1.25/£1.25 a month with discounts for six months or a year), rather than being available as a one-time purchase. We're not fans paying for a subscription to a camera app, but if any of these apps are worth it, it's +
$5.49/£5.49Scribbl a photo which allows you to add animations to the images. Animations are basically easy tracks, but they can be animated in different ways, you can choose a number of colors and choose exactly where they appear in the pictures and how big they are. Essentially, it's an app that does one thing, but
not well enough. Once you've added an animation, you can save the result to your phone's gallery, which is ready to share. The basic app is free, but with a one-time fee or monthly subscription, you can remove ads and unlock additional customization options, and unlock the ability to remove the Scribbl watermark from
your creations. If you like the app, it's worth paying for, but you can get a good taste without spending anything. Photo WatermarkFree + $0.99/£0.89 monthly subscriptionPhoto Watermark does exactly what the name suggests - it allows you to add watermarks to photos - but the types of watermarks are quite varied. Not
only can you add custom text as a watermark (including changes to the font, size, and color), you can also use the signature (or any other handwritten text) as a watermark on the screen in writing. You can also apply stickers, time stamps, space, mosaic effects, or graffiti (which basically only allows you to go wild in
pictures with a digital brush). Whether you want to protect your photo or just log when and where it was taken, there must be a device that fits. Photo Watermark is free, but it's pretty hard for commercials. At $0.99/£0.89 a month you can get rid of them, but if you're the only one adding watermarks to a lot of pictures,
that's probably not worth it. StoryZ Photo Motion &amp; CinemagraphFree + $1.99/£1.79 monthly subscriptionStoryZ Photo Motion &amp; Cinemagraph is an image editing Android app in two parts. The first of these is Ripple, a mode that allows you to add movement to a static image by drawing the desired part and
direction of movement. This can be an effective way to look like water or smoke moving for example, or simply add a slightly trippy effect to things that you might expect to be static. Motion mode, which allows you to mix video and photo, leaves a partially static and partially moving image. In both cases, it can be difficult
for the effect to look convincing, but it is feasible, as evidenced by the impressive public submissions shared on the app. StoryZ also organizes quizzes on topics such as stairs and sand, which you can specify by submitting a suitable work. The best ones appear on the app's home page and race page. You can use
StoryZ for free, but if you find that you have more talent than we do, then there is also StoryZ Premium, which in your monthly subscription removes advertisements and watermarks, increases the allowable length of videos in Motion mode, improves tool set in Ripple mode and allows you to save and share high
resolution. KineMaster KineMasterFree + $3.70) monthly subscription toKineMaster is probably one of the most powerful video editors on Android, but it's also pretty intuitive for anyone to enjoy using it. The app allows you to add audio and visual filters to recordings, add text, stickers and other overlays, modify and crop
videos frame by frame, adjust speed, add transition effects and much more. You can also record videos directly from the KineMaster app. It feels a little tight on the phone screen, but otherwise everything works fine. You can use the KineMaster Android app for free, but all your videos have a kineMaster watermark and
you can't use them commercially. To remove watermarks, enable commercial use and unlock additional devices such as effects and overs, you'll need to pay for a subscription, but it will still be affordable for £2.91 (roughly $3.70) per month. Moment – Pro Camera $1.99/£1.79A really great camera app arguably needs to
both avoid clutter and full of manual checks, so you can capture a picture exactly the way you want, but it's a tough balance to strike and little to handle. Moment - Pro Cameraarguably not though. It gives you full manual control, including RAW shot, shutter speed, ISO, white balance, exposure compensation and focus.
There is also touch focus, a timer, a grid and several different lenses. It's an impressive toolbar, the app focuses more on powerful utilities than trick filters, but it all has a very clean, minimalist look. And it is designed with ease of use in mind. Double-tap to return auto or double-tap to the viewfinder to turn everything back
to automatic, and all controls are easily accessible. The main drawback of this Android app is that it can't make videos at the moment, but for photos there's a good chance it's going to replace the current camera app with this, and the video obviously works. PhotoDirectorFree + optional subscriptionThose phone may
have a powerful camera, but it is likely that it will not come with much, as seen in photo editing tools. Fortunately, PhotoDirector is an Android app that can fill in the gaps. This application allows you to adjust the tone, saturation, white balance and colors of photos that you have previously taken, as well as add filters and
effects that can adjust the strength and apply the whole or only part of the image. You can also add text, stickers, frames, change your perspective, mirror the image, cut sections and much more. There are lots of tools, but PhotoDirector is easy to sail and you can always undo your changes, so it's safe to experiment.
And that's just the editing part of the app. There is also a built-in camera that allows you to take new photos with different effects and see them live through the viewfinder, affects the image. PhotoDirector is largely free, but if you want to go directly to the best there is a premium version that costs £2.59 (about US$3.70)
per month, with discounts if you commit for three months or a year. This will unlock the additional improves the quality of output and removes advertisements. LightX Photo EditorFree + $3.69/£3.49 IAPIf you want an all-in-one photo editor for Android, then LightX Photo Editor is a good choice, not least because most
features are free. Combine photos, add effects and filters, selectively apply colors to areas of the image, adjust color balance, smooth and sharpen images, cut them around, rotate them, draw on them, add frames and stickers, add text, create collages, and more. This is all done through the intuitive interface of the
Android app; tap the main menu, select the editing category (such as filters or frames) you want, and it will be placed in a menu that contains all the relevant options. Most of this is fairly self-explanatory, but there are also tutorial videos if you get stuck and a one-time $3.69/£3.49 IAP can get rid of advertisements, unlock
additional stickers and frames, and add the ability to save images in PNG format. SKRWT $1.49/£1.39Are a lot of photo editing Android apps, but while most offer filters and effects few allow you to change your perspective on a photo the way SKRWT does. There are no stickers here, no makeup modes and no real
effects. Instead, there are tools to shift the perspective, change the ratio and correct lens distortion. You can also flip, rotate, mirror and crop pictures, but SKRWT isn't as interested in modifying your photos in an unnatural way as in how they look exactly as you imagined when you took them. It's a professional tool, but
it's easy to use and you can undo your changes at any time if they don't like it. These are the best photo editing apps you can download now
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